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Abstract

In this project, I examined the ideas from the some papers covering
the methods of the minimum representation of an Head-Related Transfer
Function (HRTF) database, using Spherical Harmonics Transform(SHT)
in the frequency domain. By performing experiments of SHT of differ-
ent orders, I managed to expend an actual HRTF dataset using reduced
amount of parameters. The consistency of the original HRTF and the
reconstructed HRTF was also examined, and finally a brief demo was
created to show the differences of the two.

1 Introduction

Head Related Transfer Function (HRTF) is a response that characterizes how
an ear receives a sound from a point in space. It contains all the acoustic
cues that the auditory system will use to make a localization judgment, and is
generally an important tool for spatial audio reproduction. However, not all the
information contained by an HRTF is a viable cue to the auditory system , and
it’s been an interesting topic to find ways to represent an HRTF with minimum
parameters. This this project, I followed the methodology proposed by Griffin
et al., using Spherical Harmonics Transform(SHT) to expand the HRTF in the
frequency domain, and were able to express the original HRTF data in a very
reduced scale.

2 Methods: Spherical Harmonics Expansion

2.1 Spherical Harmonics

Spherical Harmonics are the solution to the Laplace equation,
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which describes the vibration profile of ideal fluids. The spherical harmonic
basis of l-th order and m-th degree is computed as following:
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where Pm
l (cos θ) is Associated Legendre Polynomial. The SH base of the

first 4 orders are listed as follows:

Figure 1: Spherical Harmonics bases up to 4th order

Using all these basis, we are able to expand arbitrary shape that are sam-
pled in spacial locations.For arbitrary grids, the SH coefficients are typically
estimated by forming a system of linear equations using the discretized version
of S repeated times, one for each spatial location {φi, θi}S :

f = Y c (3)

f = [f (φ1, θ1) , . . . f (φS , θS)]
T

c = [C00, C1−1, C10, C11, . . . CPP ]
T

Y =
[
y00,y1−1,y10y11, . . .yPP

]
and

ylm = [Ylm (φ1, θ1) , . . . , Ylm (φS , θS)]
T

(4)

2.2 Physical meaning of performing SHT to HRTF

If we consider the human head in spherical coordinate system, and due to reci-
procity principle, the HRTF could be regarded as the vibration pattern of a
speaker mounted on the entrance of the ear canal.
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Figure 2: Human head in spherical coord system

For each HRIR measuring grid location, we compute the HRTF in frequency
domain, then for each frequency bin in the HRTF, we pick this certain frequency
and plot the magnitude layout of each corresponding source location, assigning
the magnitudes as the distance to the origin. Right now, one single 3-d shape
has the physical meaning of the magnitude layout of a single frequency sound
source at the ear canal entrance, in spherical coord system.

In such way, we can expand such 3-dimensional shape(representing frequency-
dependent magnitude spatial layout) using SHT, and use the resulting coeffi-
cients to reconstruct the original HRTF.

3 SH expansion experiments

Using the similar methods of the two papers, I did some practice using SHT to
expand a known shape as well as an HRTF data base

3.1 SHT to a spacial shape

I calculated the SHT coefficients of a sphere-like object, started with lower order:

Then I moved with higher orders, the results shows that SH reconstructed
data converges quite consistant to the original shape:
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Figure 3: HRTF magnitude layout of one single freqeuency

Figure 4: SHT of 5th order

3.2 SHT of an HRTF database

In this actual practice, I followed Griffin et al.’s work, and did experiments
on expanding and HRTF at one certain frequency magnitude of 2756 Hz. I
started with 5th order SH, and as I moved with higher order(up to 30), the
representation is converging nicely to the original data:

3.3 Reconstruction from SHT to orginal HRTF database

Using the same weight matrix C, by performing a simple multiplication we
could reconstruct the HRTF at arbitrary spatial angle. Below are the results
for performing the reconstruction with different SH orders:

Also a brief demo was created to illustrate the audio externalization differ-
ence of performing SHT reconstruction at different SHT orders.
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Figure 5: SHT of 15th order

Figure 6: SHT of HRTF at 30th order

4 Discussion

Spherical Harmonics Transform is a useful tool for representing a large scale data
that is defined on multiple spatial locations. The minimum parameter required
for a perfect localization task could be as low as 5th order SHR, according to
the latter paper. In this case, the orginal HRTF data scale is:

2304 * 256 * 2

Using SHT at 5th order, the total data scale is:

36 * 129 * 2

which only takes less than 1% of the original data.
Still, it requires more work into how human perceptual system adapt all

these information encoded in HRTF.
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Figure 7: HRTF reconstruction at different orders
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